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The Archean Fortescue basin, covering much of the Pilbara craton, Western 
Australia, is host to numerous gold-bearing conglomerate deposits and occurrences. 
Bouldery gold-bearing conglomerates occur in two stratigraphic positions: 1) 
resting on the profound basal unconformity with older basement and underneath 
the 2.763-2.775 Ga Mt. Roe basalt and 2) along paraconformities within the 2.756-
2.766 Ga Hardy Formation, a sequence of siliciclastic sedimentary rocks deposited 
above the Mt. Roe basalt but preceding outpouring of the 2.749-2.735 Ga Kylena 
basalt that caps it. Provenance of clasts ranges from local, pre-Fortescue lithologies 
to enigmatic, presumably distal sources. Gold-bearing conglomerates often display 
strong lateral continuity suggestive of broad-scale depositional processes, likely 
transgressions of the sea. Gold occurs predominantly as coarse nuggets, often 
flattened and folded, an indication of a water-worn history. Nuggets range from a 
few hundred microns to a few centimeters across and generally occur within sandy 
matrix material, sometimes with detrital pyrite. Vertical and lateral distribution of 
nuggets within a conglomerate layer can be highly erratic making sampling 
challenging. Appreciable disseminated fine-grained (-200 micron) gold is present in 
some conglomerates belonging to the Hardy Formation such as at Beatons Creek, 
whereas it is scarce in some basal conglomerates, especially at Karratha where fine-
grained gold is restricted to very thin halos around gold nuggets. To evaluate gold 
grades at its various conglomerate gold projects, Novo has had to develop 
specialized protocols for sampling, processing and analysis suited to each deposit. 
At Beatons Creek, large samples weighing 20 kg are collected during reverse 
circulation drilling and 50 kg channel samples are collected from trenches. Gold 
analyses were performed on 3-kg pulverized charges subjected to the LeachWell 
technique. Data was deemed suitable for resource definition. At Karratha, where 
gold is extremely coarse, Novo collects multi-tonne bulk samples from 2 x 2 m sub-
horizontal panels with a minimum thickness of 0.3 m. Grades from these samples 
are considered indicative, and Novo thinks large tonnage bulk sampling is the best 
means to further evaluate grade and continuity of mineralization. Initial tests of 
mechanical rock sorting utilizing X-ray transmission and electromagnetic induction 
to identify gold-bearing rock particles appear promising. Mechanical sorting may 
play an important role in evaluating and perhaps recovering gold from these 
conglomerate deposits. 


